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PROJECT TYPE

finger knitting
SKILL LEVEL

beginner

TECHNIQUES

Casting on ....................148

Four-finger knitting ......149

Four-finger bind off .....150

Cutting a finger-knit 
strand .......................154

Weaving in ends ..........154

materials
450 yd (411.5m) of worsted-weight 
yarn,  

24" x 24" (61cm x 61cm) square of 
cardboard 

Paper

Tape

Popsicle sticks (optional)

tools
Scissors

Craft knife

Small nails, pushpins, or hooks, for 
hanging the monogram

yarn used
5 skeins Madelinetosh ASAP in 
vintage Sari, 90 yd (82m), 41⁄2 oz 
(127g), 100% superwash merino 
wool

sizes & measurements
22" (56cm) wide, 22" (56cm) tall

GIANT 
MONOGRAM
Make your space your own with a striking wall 

hanging. Using a variegated fiber adds extra interest 

and depth, while the modern font keeps it fresh. Using 

old cardboard and piles of finger knitting opens up 

all sorts of possibilities—imagine a fuzzy bunny in 

the nursery, a neon peace sign in your tween’s room, 

or a frame around your son’s favorite painting. Go 

dimensional and wrap a Styrofoam wreath, egg, or 

cone for dazzling holiday decor. 
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1. Print your desired letter at a local print 

shop in a simple, bold font at a large-scale 

size. The monogram shown is 22" x 22" 

(56cm x 56cm), using the font Urban 

Grotesk. if desired, freehand the letter on 

cardboard, or use computer software, like 

Adobe illustrator, to tile and print at home on 

8½" x 11" (21.5cm x 28cm) paper. 

2. Finger knit at least 30 yd (27.5m) of a four-

finger knit strand and bind off. 

3. Cut out the letter template with scissors 

and tape it to a piece of cardboard (A). Rotate 

the template a little so that the horizontal 

and vertical lines of the letter don’t line up 

exactly with the corrugation. (For stability, it is 

better if you cross the corrugated parts of the 

cardboard at an angle.)

4. Using a craft knife, cut around the template 

through the cardboard to create the letter 

shape (B). if desired, reinforce pressure points 

(i.e., the down stroke in the bottom right-

hand section of this a) with taped or glued-on 

popsicle sticks, especially if the letter will be 

resting on that piece. 

5. To begin, wrap the strand of finger knitting 

around the bottom of the cardboard letter, 

overlapping the end of the strand in the back 

as you go (C). Straighten and untwist the 

E F
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finger-knit strand as you wrap. The strands 

should lie neatly side by side (D). 

6. When you get to a part of the letter that 

has one line blending into another, alternate 

between angling the finger-knit strand into 

the new line of the letter and then around the 

old line of the letter (E). When you angle the 

strand into the new part of the letter from 

the old part, you will need to pull the length 

of strand under the wrap you just made (F). 

Repeat this process, condensing the strands 

as needed, until the blank space where 

the two lines of the letter join fills in. Then, 

continue to wrap around the straight parts of 

the letter. 

7. if you get to the end of the strand, tuck it 

underneath the wrapped strands in the back, 

maintaining firm tension in the last couple of 

wraps around the letter. Start any new strands 

as in step 5.

8. When the letter is completely wrapped, cut 

the end of the finger-knit strand and rebind it 

off (page 154), leaving length to weave in the 

finger-knit strand end in the back.

9. Hang your letter! You can use small nails, 

pushpins, or hooks at the critical balance 

points in the letter’s open places and 

underneath the letter. if you’ve wrapped 

tautly enough, you can hook the wrapped 

strands from the back of the letter on a few 

large picture hooks. Or, if you open up a 

space between the strands on the face of 

the letter, you can drive small nails directly 

through the cardboard, and then realign the 

finger-knit strand over the nail. Secure both 

the top of the letter and the bottom so it sits 

flush against the wall.
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